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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High-pressure centered over the eastern U.S. will continue to shift eastward today, with ridging extending across the entire Gulf. 
Gentle to moderate southerly to southeasterly breezes are observed this morning along with widespread slight to moderate seas
between 3 to 6 feet. The highest conditions currently exist in the western Gulf across Texas coastal waters as lower pressure
develops over the Southern Plains and begins to interact with the high-pressure to the east. By tonight, the low-pressure's 
associated cold front is forecast to push offshore into the northwestern Gulf, shifting southeasterly winds to the north and north-
northeast at fresh to strong speeds. In turn, waves will build to moderate to rough heights reaching 10 feet especially offshore
southern Texas going into tomorrow morning. As the front progresses southeastward through the basin tomorrow, it is expected to 
slowly weaken, with the central and eastern Gulf receiving moderate to fresh northerly winds and moderate to near-rough seas of 4 
to 7 feet. The strongest thunderstorm activity along the front is expected to be in the western Gulf tonight, with storms dissipating 
and becoming increasingly disorganized thereafter as the front weakens tomorrow.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Overall conditions will decrease on Saturday as high-pressure builds in once again. This will include light to gentle 
variable breezes and smooth to slight wave heights. The next cold front to impact the region is forecast to be late this 
weekend into early next week. Model guidance is showing fresh to strong northwesterly winds and moderate to rough 
seas possible with this second front Sunday into Monday, but it will need to continue to be closely monitored over the 
coming days as the level of intensity is held in low confidence at this time.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas
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